Algebra 2 Graphing
Calculator Activities
By
Gar Powell

These activities were created to help students learn how to use TI 83 and 84 graphing
calculators. They can be used with any graphing calculator but may have to be adapted.
The activities are aligned with Prentice Hall Advanced Algebra an Algebra 2 Course:
Tools For a Changing World. The sections given next to the title are for this book. The
activities can be used with any class where appropriate.
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U. S. Population
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School____________________
U. S. Population Worksheet:
The U.S. Census Bureau has a population clock on their web sight. This clock gives the predicted
population for the world and U. S. Go to the U.S. Census Bureau web page (http://www.census.gov) and
use the population clock to answer the questions below. Round all calculations to the nearest
thousandths.
1. What factors does the U.S. Census Bureau use to make their projections? (Assumptions about
future births, deaths, international migration, and domestic migration)
2. What is the difference between the population estimate and population projections? (Estimates
are for the past, while projections are based on assumptions about future demographic trends)
3. What is the projected population for today’s date? (298,314,564 3/16/06)
4. How many babies are born in one minute? (One birth every 8 seconds, so 60/8 = 7.5 there are
about 7.5 births every min.)
5. How often in the U. S. does someone die? (One death every 12 seconds)
6. How often does someone emigrate to the U. S.? (One international migrant every 31 seconds)
7.

By how many people does the U. S. population grow by every minute? (One person every 13
seconds so 60/13 = 4.62 per min.) Hour? (4.62* 60 = 277.2 people per hour) Day? (277.2*24 =
6652.8 people per day) Year? (6652.8*365 = 2428272 people per year) Ten years? (2428272*10
= 24282720 people per year)

Now we will write a prediction equation in slope intercept form (y = mx + b) where m is the slope of the
line, b is the y-intercept, y represents the population and x is the date in years. The slope of this equation
is the rate of change in the population. This is the number of people added to the population in one year
or people per year. You found this slope when you calculated the population increase for a year in
question 7. Change the slope to millions to make it easer to work with (2428272 = 2.428 million). Now
find b to finish the equation? Hint; in 2000 the estimated population of the U. S. was 281.4 million. This
information gives us and ordered pair of (2000, 281.4) which is one solution for our equation.
y = mx + b

281.4 = (2.428)(2000) + b

-4574.6 = b

281.4 = 4856 + b

subtract 4856 from each side

y = 2.428x – 4574.6

Follow the instructions below to use a calculator to graph the U. S. population data and see how well our
equation fits the given data. We will also use the calculator to find an equation to represent the data.
U. S. population estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau (2002) for the ten-year periods from 1900 to
2000.
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U. S. Population
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School____________________
Instructions for TI-83 or TI-84
and

To enter the data in your calculator first go to the list editor by pressing

. Enter your dates in L1 and the populations in L2. When you have entered
your lists press

and

to go to the home screen. To set up the calculator to
Figure 1

Year
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

Population
(Millions)
76.
92.0
105.7
122.8
131.7
150.7
179.3
203.2
226.5
248.7
281.4

plot your data press

,

curser to ON and press

and

. Turn the plot on by moving your

. Then move to the scatter

plot on Type and turn it on (figure 1). Now move to Xlist
and set it to L1 by pressing

and

Ylist and set it to L2 by pressing
select the mark you want and press

then move to
and

Figure 2

. Now

. Before you can

graph the data you need to set up the window to view the
graph. Press

button this will give you a screen

(figure 2) to input the window values. Set the Xmin to a value lower then the

Figure 3

lowest year and set Xmax to a value higher then the highest year. Set the Y values
the same with the population. The Xscl and Yscl are how often you want to place a mark on the axis, 10
should work for this graph. After you have set your window values press

this should give you a

graph of the data (figure 3). If your graph does not work ask the teacher or a fellow
student for help. After you have plotted your data enter your equation to graph it. To
enter your equation press

and type your equation in Y1 for x press

. Clear

any other equations you may have in your calculator then graph by pressing

Figure 4

(Figure 4). ). Explain how well your graph fits the data? Fits the last points well.
Now we are going to use the equation to make some population predictions. First use each equation to
predict the population for 2010 and then for 2020.
y = 2.428(2010) – 4574.6 = 305.68 million
y = 2.428(2020) – 4574.6 = 329.96 million
The last thing we will do is using the equations to predict today’s population and see how close it is.
To make our predictions we need to get today’s date into years.
y = 2.428x – 4574.6 = 296.465 million
Explain how close was your prediction?
Explain why is your equation not exactly the same?
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U. S. Population
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School____________________
(The relationship is not linear if you look and the last points the slope is changing faster then the first
points. It is not a straight line. Our line better fits the last points so using it to predict gives us a closer
prediction.)
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Graphs
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In this activity you will be getting more practice using the graphing features of your
graphing calculator. You will explore the functions with your calculator and develop
rules that will let you graph the same type of functions by hand. The first functions we
will look will be called the parent graphs. Graph each of the functions below and sketch
the graph next to the equation and describe the function. Before you graph these
functions press
to have a window where every pixel is a tenth.
1. y = x

2. y = x2

3. y = x or y = abs(x). This is the absolute value function. To enter the abs function
.

!

Now you have your parent graphs it is your task to find rules that will relate the functions
below to the parent functions and to each other. You need to be able to describe the
graph for the following functions for any value negative and positive of h and k. You
may need to change the window settings as you change the values of h and k to see the
graph.
1. y = x + k If k is positive it shifts the parent graph up and if it is negative it shifts the
parent graph down.
2. y = (x + h)2 + k If k is positive it shifts the parent graph up and if it is negative it shifts
the parent graph down. If h is positive the graph shifts to the left and if it is negative it
shifts right.
3. y = x + h + k or y = abs(x + h) + k If k is positive it shifts the parent graph up and if it
is negative it shifts the parent graph down. If h is positive the graph shifts to the left and
if it is negative it shifts right.

!

The goal of this lesson is to have students see the relation between h and k and how they
effect a function these properties will also be addressed in Parabolas activity.
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Permutations using a graphing calculator
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
To use your graphing calculator to find the number of permutations of n items of a set
arranged r items at a time is nPr or nPr on the calculator. To use this function you first
need to enter the number for n then enter the function by pressing
followed by the number for r (Figure 1).
This and any function can also be entered using the catalog on the
calculator. This is a very useful application because if you can
remember what the function starts with it is easy to locate. To do
this press

Figure 1

this will take you to the first entry in the catalog you can arrow up

and down to locate the function you want. You can also use the alpha keys to move
through the catalog. To do this just press the key associated with the
letter your application starts with. So to find our nPr function press
now press
press

until you find the nPr function (Figure 2) and

Figure 2

. This is just another way to find functions on your calculators.

You can also use your calculator to find factorials denoted n!. To
find 10! enter 10 then press

(Figure 3).
Figure 3

Use your calculator to find the Permutations and factor problems below.
1. 8P3 336
2. 8P4 1680
3. 100P3 94109400
4. 12P3 1320
5. 12P1 12

!

8.

8!
1680
4!

9.

20!
1860480
15!

70!
This problem will not work in
68!
most calculators and will be a good
problem to reinforce the importance of
knowing more then just how to punch
buttons.
10.

!

!

6. 7! 5040
7. 8! 40320
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Solving equations using a graphing calculator
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In this activity you will learn how to use your graphing calculator to solve an equation.
This process and be use to find the exact or approximate solution for almost any equation.
You can use this to check your work or find the answers to problems that you do not
know how to solve on paper. Keep this sheet for reference because the instructions will
work for most equations.
Solve the equation 4x + 2 = -2x – 5. To do this enter
each side of the equation into your
editor (figure 1).
Then graph the equations making sure you can see
where they cross (figure 2). Now your goal is to see find
Figure 1
Figure 2
the x value for where the lines meet. You can use your
calculator to do this. Press
to see the calculate
window (figure 3). You want to find the intersection of
the two graphs so press
. This will take you back to
the graph and will ask you to select the first curve
Figure 3
(figure 4). Since you only have two equations graphed
Figure 4
press
and the curser will move to the other line and
you will need to press
again. Now the calculator
will need you to move the curser by pressing
or
along the graph to where the lines meet and then
Figure 5
Figure 6
press
. This will give you the intersection of the
lines. Right now we are only concerned with the x value so our solution for the equation
"7
is x ≈ -1.16667 or the exact answer is x =
. This equation could easy have been
6
solved on paper or even mentally but this process will work to solve many equations.
Solve the equations below using the same process. Some of these equations you will
learn how to solve on paper later in this course and others are beyond this course but with
your calculator you can solve!them. We will also show other ways to use
your calculator to solve equations. Find all solutions many of these have
more then one.
Problems
1. x2 + 3 = 5 see figure 7 to see how to enter this one. x = {-1.414, 1.414}
Figure 7
2. abs(x – 3) – 2 = 2 x = {-1,7}
3. x2 – 4x = 0 x = {0, 4}
4. cos(x) = x2 before you graph this one press
and make sure Radian is
selected (figure 8) if not arrow down to it and press
. x = {-.824, .824}
3
5. x = x + 2 see figure 9 for help entering this one. x = {1.521}
Figure 8
6. x2 = 4 x = {-2, 2}
7. x2 = -4 No solution, this problem will lend to some good discussion about
not all problems having a solution
On the back of this paper write a paragraph about what you learned about
solving equations using your calculator. It is important that the students
Figure 9
write about what they have found out about solving equations using a
calculator. Also it is important to have some class discussion about their findings.
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Line of Best Fit: Prediction Equations
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
You have just learned to find the equation of a line if you are given two points. In this
activity you will use the graphing calculator to find a line of best fit for a set of data. A
line of best fit is a line drawn in a set of data that best represents the trend of the data. If
the equation of this line can be found, then this equation is called the prediction equation
because it can be used to make predictions about the data. This equation is also called a
regression equation. Your task today is to graph sets of data and generate the prediction
equations for the sets of data.
In our first calculator activity we wrote a prediction equation for the population of the
US. We will use the same data only this time the calculator will do all the work. First
enter the data in the table below into your calculator (table information from
http://www.census.gov). After you have done this plot the data. You may have to look at
the sheet for the activity on the U. S. Population. After you have
the data entered into your calculator you need to use the find the
linear regression function on your calculator. This can be found in
Year
Population the catalog (figure 1) or by pressing
Figure 1
(Millions)
. To use this function you
1900
76.
need to tell it which lists your data is stored
1910
92.0
in. The lists can be found by pressing
1920
105.7
for list one and so on. The lists
1930
122.8
need to be separated by a coma (Figure 2).
Figure 2
1940
131.7
After you have gotten your equation enter
1950
150.7
it into
and graph the equation to see
1960
179.3
how well it fits. Use this equation to make
1970
203.2
a prediction for the population in 2010 and
1980
226.5
2020. Now you are going to use this
Figure 3
1990
248.7
information to do Alternative Activity:
2000
281.4
Student Worksheet for 2-3.
Write your population prediction for 2010 and 2020 below.
2010 population prediction is 305.68 million, 2020 population prediction is 287.272 million.
The Alternative Activity: Student Worksheet is from the text Prentice Hall Advanced Algebra an
Algebra 2 Course: Tools For a Changing World. If you do not have access to these resources find
the populations of several countries and have the students make predictions. Many population
records for different countries can be found at the United Nations web page
http://esa.un.org/unpp/.
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One-Variable Inequalities
Name_______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School____________________
In this activity you will use what you know about solving equations on a graphing
calculator to look at and solve inequalities. If you cannot remember how to solve
equations review the Solving equations using a graphing calculator activity. Your
calculator cannot graph inequalities but we can use it to evaluate them and answer
inequality problems.
Look at the problem 5x – 3(x + 4) > 10. This equation is asking for what values of x is
the number sentence 5x – 3(x + 4) greater then 10. If we graph each side of the
inequality we can see what values of x make the inequality true. We can use the intercept
application on the calculator to find the point where the functions meet. Use your
calculator to solve the inequities below. Sketch a graph of each one and write an
explanation on how you know the answer you have is correct.

1. 24 "

!

!

x
#6
3

2. 3x " 5 > x + 7

4. 25 < x "16
values greater then 41.

The inequality is true for x values less then or equal to 64.

The inequality is true for x values greater then 6.

The inequality is true for x values less then -9 and for

!
5. 13x " 2(3x + 1) # 8
and 1.429.

The inequality is true for x values between -.857

!
6. x 2 + 4 x " 4 # 0
The inequality is true for x values between .828 and
-4.828 the end points are included.
!

7. x 3 + x 2 " 6x # 0
The inequality is true for x values between -3 and 0
with the end points included. It is also true for x values greater then and equal to 2.
!

This activity is intended to get students thinking about what an inequality sentence
means. Have a discussion on the student’s answers and at this point introduce set
notation for the answer if they have not previously used it.
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Two-Variable Inequalities
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In the last calculator activity you used the graphing calculator to look at and solve
inequalities with one variable, in this activity you will look at inequalities involving twovariables. In the last activity as you graphed the equations related to the inequalities you
were only concerned with the x values that made the statement true because it was the
only variable in the number sentence. If there are two variables we look for all the (x, y)
pairs that make the statement true. First look at the graph of the line y = 3x " 2 . The
graph of this is the set of all (x, y) pairs that make the statement true. Graph this and then
press
. This will give you a table listing for the equation. Remember this
because it is very useful. After you have your table write down
! five sets of ordered pairs
that satisfy the equation.
Is it possible to write down all the ordered pairs that make the statement true? This
question should help to stimulate a discussion on how the line shows the solution set of
an equation.
Now look at the inequality y " 3x # 2 . This equation is asking for all the ordered pairs
that make the statement true. To do this sketches a graph of y = 3x " 2 . This will give
you all the points on the line that work but not all the points. Use guess and check to find
points not on the line that satisfy the inequality. Now sketch a graph of these points and
the line y = 3x " 2!and write a brief explanation of what you notice. Be prepared to
!
discuss this with the class.
If your students are having problems with this have them sketch their graph and then pick
points on each side of the line to test. It is important to have a group discussion on this.
! Be sure the students have an understanding of what points will and will not work. Also
go back to the last lesson and ask how the two lessons are related.

4
x " 2 below and describe how you
3
graphed it. Also do the points on the line make the statement true? Be sure to discuss the
last question as a class. This will help students to see the difference between the
inequality and equal to. If the students do not know about representing an inequality with
! could sketch a graph so you know if the line
a dotted line have a discussion on how they
is or is not included. Also ask the students how many points they need to check to know
if a region is a solution.
Use what you have found to graph the inequality y <
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Matrix Addition and Subtracting
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Commutative property of Multiplication and Matrix Multiplication
Your task today is to come up with a rule for when you can add and subtract matrices and
how to do it. First we need to know how to enter matrices into your calculator. Look at
the matrix below A. This is a 3×3 matrix. Matrix D is a 4×3. To tell the size of the
matrix you first count the rows, these go horizontal and the second number is the columns
these are vertical, so matrix G would be 2×4 matrix. This is important because you need
to enter in the size of the matrix into your calculator. To enter matrix A in to the
to access the matrix applications. Now press

calculator press

move to the matrix edit application and press
a 3×3 matrix press

to

so you can edit matrix A. Since this is

. Now you have the right size of matrix you need

to enter the numbers. You can move in the matrix using the arrow keys and enter the
numbers by pressing the number and then

. This will move you to the next place to

the left. Go ahead and enter all the matrices below into your calculator.

A=

3 -4

5

1 -2

3

5

-1

E=

I=

2

B=

3

4

5

-1

2

3

1

3

-2

-2

1

2

2

1

-3

2

1

4

-3

C=

2

3

1

-2

-3

2

4

3

3

-2

2 3 4 1

F=

J=

2

-3

5

1

6

5

-2 3

D=

-2

1

5

2

4

3

3

-2

-1

-1

-1

-1
4

G=

-4

2

3

1

3

1

-2

2

H=

5
2
3

3 4 -5 -6

Now you are going to use the calculator to add matrices A and B. To do this make sure
you are on the home screen by pressing
to the home screen. Now press

to quit the matrix applications and get
to access the matrix applications and press

. This will enter matrix A onto your home screen. Now press

since you are
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Matrix Addition and Subtracting
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
adding the matrices and then press

to enter matrix B. Press

to do the

calculation and record you answer below.

A+B
Now perform the matrix problems below and record your answers.

A–B

C+G

G–C
Now your task is to use your calculator to see which of the matrices above you can add
and subtract. Come up with a rule for when you can add and subtract matrices and when
you cannot. After you have this rule perform all the possible addition and subtraction
problems. Then you need to develop a rule for how to add and subtract matrices without
using a calculator. To do this look and the matrices you added and the answers.
The students should discover that in order to add or subtract matrices they need to be the
same size. The students should be able to find the rule for addition and subtraction of
matrices. They should be able to see that you add or subtract corresponding elements.
This should be covered in a class discussion with students sharing their findings and the
rules they developed. As a class decide on the best way to state the rules.
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Matrix Multiplication
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Commutative property of Multiplication and Matrix Multiplication
The commutative property of multiplication lets us know that it does not matter what
order we do multiplication in. Two times three is the same as three times two. One of
the questions you will address today is whether this holds true for matrix multiplication.
In the last activity you learned how to enter matrices into your calculator and how to add
and subtract matrices. In this lesson you will explore matrix multiplication and come up
with some rules for matrix multiplication. First enter the matrices below into you
calculator.

A=

-3

4

5

1

-2 3

5

2

1 2
B=

1

2

1 3 -2
1 4

C=

3

2

3

-5 1

-3

2

2

1

6

-5

2

3

2 1 5
D=

2 4 3
3 2 1
1 1 1

E=

3 4 5

6

1 2 3

5

1 3 3

4

2 4

2 2 3 -2

3 2

I=

J=

2 3 -4 1

2 3
F=

1 2

4
G=

4 2

3

1

H=

3 1 -2 2

-5
2
3

-3 4 5 -6 4

Perform the following matrix multiplication problems. State your answer and the size of
the resulting matrix.

AB

FG

BA
GF
From these examples what do you conclude about the commutative property of
multiplication? For these problems the commutative property holds. The next problem it
will not.
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Matrix Multiplication
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Now try the problems below does your conjecture hold true?
Have them try the others before
discussing what it may be.
GH
HG This will give the students
the error of a dimension

IE
EI
This one will also give them an error.

mismatch

.

From these examples what do you conclude about the commutative property of
multiplication?
The students should conclude that it does not always hold true.
Now it is your task to try to find a rule for when matrices can be multiplied and when
they cannot. Also you need to find a rule for the dimensions of the product of two
matrices. After you have your rules state all the possible matrix multiplication
combinations from the set of matrices above and perform these multiplications. Also be
able tell which matrix multiplication combinations are not possible and why.
Bones: Try to find the rule for how to multiply matrices. This last one is a real challenge
but I bet some of you can do it.
If the students need help ask them questions that will help them see the patterns. Give
them hints to look at the dimensions of the matrices they are multiplying. Have them
make some conjectures and test them. Have a class discussion and let students share their
findings. Have the class decide on the best way to state the rule. As an extension to
challenge the students if they develop a rule for when they can multiply matrices, have
them try to find the rule for the multiplication of the matrices. This will be a real
challenge.
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World Populations
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In 2006 the United States had the third largest country population. The populations for
the US and the four countries behind it are in the table below (data is from
http://www.census.gov/). Your task today is to look at populations of other countries and
decide if their population will pass the US population. Use your graphing calculator to
find the regression equation for each of the countries. If you do not remember how to do
this refer to the Line of Best Fit: Prediction Equations activity. After you have found
the equations graph them and find the point where the populations of the US and other
countries will be the same. Activity solving equations using a graphing calculator
may help with this. Write a paragraph to explain what the slope and the y-intercept of the
equations you found mean.
Year

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

US

Bangladesh

US
Indonesia
Population Population
(Millions) (Millions)
150.7
82
179.3
100
203.2
122
226.5
150
248.7
181
281.4
213

Indonesia

Brazil
Bangladesh
Population Population
(Millions)
(Millions)
53
46
71
55
95
67
122
88
151
109
175
130

Pakistan
Population
(Millions)
39
50
66
85
115
146

Brazil

Pakistan

Indonesia and US will be the same in about the year 2604.
Brazil and the US will never be the same Brazil has a lower intercept and it is growing at
a slower rate. There is an intercept but it is in the negative x values and out of our range.
This question will be a good lead into a discussion on the intercepts and slope of the
equations and what they mean.
Bangladesh and the US had the same populations in about 1810.
Pakistan and the US had the same populations in about 1636.
In a classroom discussion discuss the student’s findings. Have them discuss how close
they think their predictions are. You could go to
http://www.un.org/popin/functional/population.html and see how close they are. This
activity will be used again when the students are working with exponential regression
equation.
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Graphing Systems
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Use what you learned from the World Populations and Two-Variable Inequalities
activities to solve the following systems by graphing. In a system of equations you are
interested in the intersection points and in systems of inequalities you are interested in the
intersection of the area. Use your calculator to help you sketch a graph of each system.
Be sure to label your graph. After you are done write a paragraph about the similarities
and differences of systems of equations and systems of inequalities. Also write about the
difference between the symbols <, >, ≤ and ≥.

1.

!

2.

#y = x + 3
%
$
3
%& y = x " 2
2

(10, 13)

#15x + 20y = 35
This one cannot be graphed. For help ask the
$
%5x "15 = 55
students what the system is asking. It is asking the value of the first equation if x =
14.

!
3.

!

4.

#y = x " 5
(-2, 7) and (12, 7). This question could lead to a
$
%y = 7
discussion as to why there are two answers for abs(x-5) = 7. The graph helps them to
see this but ask the students to think about the why. They could be asked to find a
way to find it by hand or justify the steps to finding it by hand.

$y " x # 5
The students do not need to do the shading on the
%
& 3x + y < #2
calculator but some may be interested. The important thing is to have them test
points and check if it is shaded correctly.

!

!

$y " x # 3
&
5.
After your students have worked on these problems
%
1
&' y < x + 3
2
have a discussion on how they solved the systems. Discuss the difference between
systems of equality and systems of inequality. Also discuss how they can check their
work. It is important that they know they can check.
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Matrix Equations
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________

!

Systems of equations can be written in what is called a matrix equation. This will let you
use your calculator to solve them. You can also use this method to solve systems
involving more then two equations and two unknowns. First lets write a system of
equations into a matrix equation. Look at the system below
#80x + 60y = 85
$
%100x " 40y = 20
This can be written as a matrix equation
# 80 60 & "x% "85%
%
( $ '= $ '
100
"40
$
' #y& #20&
!
The first matrix is called the coefficient matrix, the second is the variable matrix and the
third is the constant matrix. To solve this think of it as a problem like 2x = 14 . Think
about how you would solve this. You would divide each side by two giving you x = 7 .
! would solve
! this
! problem if you could only multiply. That is
Now think about how you
how you solve the matrix equation above. If you were to multiply 2x = 14 by the inverse
!
of two, 2"1, it is the same as dividing by 2. On the left side of the equation we have
!
2"1 • 2 which equals one. The same thing happens when we multiply the inverse of our
coefficient matrix and our coefficient matrix. Enter the coefficient
matrix into [A] in
!
your calculator and perform this multiplication
. Write your answer below.

!

This is what we call the identity matrix. It is like multiplying by one. Our matrix
equation is an equation so if we do and operation to one side of the equation we need to
do it to the other side. Enter the constant matrix into [B] in your calculator. And perform
the multiplication of the inverse coefficient matrix and our constant matrix. Hint if it
doesn’t work think of our rules for multiplying matrices. This will only work one way.
This operation will give you a 2 "1 matrix. Write your answer below.

!
Now if we look at our first matrix equation after we multiply by the inverse of the
coefficient matrix we would have
"x% " .5 %
$ '= $ '
#y& #.75&
SO x = .5 and y = .75 so the two lines meet at (.5, .75). Here is a hint to get decimals into
fractions after you get the answer press
. This will give you an application that
will change decimals into fraction.
! !This is a very useful command, remember it.
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Write the system of equations below as a matrix equation and use your calculator to solve
them. Write your answers as a matrix equation.

#2x + y + 3z = 1
%
1. $5x + y " 2z = 8
% x " y " 9z = 5
&

(4, -10, 1)

!

#a + b + c + d = 7
%
%2a " b + c " d = "10
2. $
% a + b " c + d = 16
%&"a + b " c + 2d = 15

(2, 6.5, -4.5, 3)

!

Write a paragraph about what you learned about solving system of equations using matrix
equations.
This is not the only way to solve these systems using a calculator but it is an introduction.
Have a discussion making sure students understand the process and how it works. You
will also want to discuss the proper ways to write the answer to these systems. It would
also be good to have the students solve some application problems.
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In an earlier activity you developed rules for graphing functions of the form
y = x + h + k and y = (x + h)2 + k. In this activity you will develop rules to graph
functions of the type y = a x " h + k and y = a(x - h)2 + k. Graph each of the parent
graphs below and keep them in your calculator as you explore each type of graph.
1. y = x2

!

!

2. y = x or y = abs(x). This is the absolute value function. To enter the abs
function

.

!

Now you have your parent graphs it is your task to find rules that will relate the functions
below to the parent functions and to each other. You need to be able to describe the
graph for the following functions for any value negative and positive for a, h, and k. You
may need to change the window settings as you change the values to see the graph.
3. y = a(x - h)2 + k If k is positive it shifts the parent graph up and if it is negative it
shifts the parent graph down. If h is positive the graph shifts to the right and if it
is negative it shifts left. If a is between -1 and 1 the graph gets wider or flattens
out and for other values it closes in or gets steeper. If a is negative it flips the
graph over the x-axis.
4. y = a x " h + k . Same as above.
Write a paragraph below on how the graphs are similar and how they are different.
Also discuss how the variables a, h, and k effect each graph. Is it the same or
different. The highest (or lowest) point of these equations is called the vertex.
!
Describe how you can find the vertex of these functions written in this form.
Have a class discussion and let students share their findings. After the discussion,
have the class decide on the best way to write the rules. They should also have some
practice graphing equations using their rule. An extension would be to see if the rule
can be generalized to other equations such as conic sections and other polynomials.
It is important for the students to be able to find the vertex so make sure they know
that the vertex is (h, k). This will be used in the next lesson.
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In the last activity you developed rules for graphing functions of the form y = a(x – h)2 +
k. In this activity you will do some more exploration of the graph of the parabola. Your
goal is to use your calculator to rewrite the equation of a parabola. To start this out graph
the two equations.
y = x 2 + 6x + 8
y = (x + 3) 2 "1
What do you notice about the equations above? Same graph

! equation just written
! in different forms. The first one is in standard
They are the same
form and the second is in vertex form. In the last activity you developed a rule to find the
vertex if the equation is written in vertex form. In this activity you will take an equation
in standard form and use what you know to write it in vertex form.
First graph the following equation: y = x 2 + 6x + 5
After you get this graphed you need to find the vertex of the equation. This is the highest
or lowest point of the parabola. For this case it is the lowest. To do this we need to use
the minimum application, this is found by pressing
. This application can
!
also be found in the catalog. You will be asked to mark a left and a right bound and also
make a guess as to the minimum. Do this by using the
keys to move along the
graph and the press
when the curser is where you want it. This will give you the x
and y values of the minimum point of the graph. This is the vertex so it also gives you
the h and k you need to substitute into your vertex form of the equation. (In this activity
round all your numbers to whole numbers.) So you should get y = (x + 3) 2 " 4 for the
vertex form of the above equation. Now follow the same steps to rewrite the following
equations. Hint the a in both equations is the same.

!

!

1. y = x 2 " 2x + 3
Vertex form is y = (x - 1)2 + 2. This is a good
time to have a discussion on how the calculator has to approximate. In this case
students need to realize that .9999993 is one. Also discuss how the students can
check by multiplying.

2. y = 3x 2 + 30x + 67
Vertex form y = 3(x + 5)2 - 8. Students may
need help knowing how to find the 3. Let them try y = (x + 5)2 - 8 and see it
needs to be narrower. Then have them look at the 3x2 term.

!
3. y = "x 2 + 14 x " 39

Vertex form y = -(x - 7)2 + 10.

!
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4. y = "4 x 2 " 64 x " 256

Vertex form y = -4(x + 8)2.

In the class discussion have the students share how they found their answers. This
activity will give students another way to go from standard form to vertex form. This
! will help those students that struggle with completing the square. It will also reinforce
the maximum and minimum of a parabola.
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In the last activity you looked at ways to use your graphing calculator to rewrite a
quadratic function. In this lesson we will look at ways to solve a quadratic equation.
Look at the equation x 2 + x = 6 . Solve this equation by graphing both sides of the
equation and finding the intercept of the two graphs. Sketch your graph and list your
answers below.
!

x = {-3, 2}
Now let’s take the equation above and subtract 6 from both sides. This will give us the
equivalent equation x 2 + x " 6 = 0 . This equation is written in standard form and set
equal to zero. With the equation in this form we can again use our calculator to solve the
equation. For this solution we need to know when the left side of the equation is equal to
zero. The x values where this happens are known as zeros. To solve this equation we
!
only need to graph the left side of the equation. Enter this into your
calculator and graph the function. To find the zeros you need to use
the zero application this can be found by pressing
.
The application needs you to enter a left bound and a right bound. To
do this move the curser up and down the function using
and
Figure 1
then press
when you have the curser to the left of the zero
(figure 1) you are looking for and then to the right (figure 2). Then
you have to move it close to the zero and press
to mark your
guess. Repeat the steps to find the other zero. Sketch your graph
Figure
below and write the zeros you find.

What do you notice about the solutions of the equations?
The equations have the same solution.

From this what conjecture would you make about equivalent equations?
We can solve an equation by setting it equal to zero and then find the zeros.
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Solve the equations below first by graphing both sides and then setting the equation equal
to zero and finding the zeros. Sketch a graph of each and write the solutions.
1. x 2 = 8x " 7
{1, 7}
!

2. x 2 " 2 = 3x 2 " 4 x " 2
{0, 2}
!

3. 4 x 3 "16x 2 = "12x
{0, 1, 3}
!

Did your conjecture hold true? Explain.
When you discuss your student’s findings be sure the relation between the two graphs is
made. The students need to realize that the zeros on one graph correspond to the
intersections on the other. This is an important connection for the students to make.
Use your calculator to find the zeros to the nearest tenth. If you cannot find the zeros
explain why.

!
!
!

!
!

1. x 2 + 6x + 5 = 45 {-10, 4}
2. 4 x 2 + 3x "1 = 0 {-1, .25}
3. x 3 + 6x 2 + 11x + 6 = 0 {-3, -2, -1}
1 2
4.
x " x = 8 {-3.123, 5.123}
2
5. 2x 2 + 6x + 7 = 0 No zeros
After the students have completed this assignment have a discussion about their
findings. Be sure to discuss the zeros and how they are solutions to the equation. On
#5 have a discussion about there being no solution. What does this mean?
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In the last activity you used the calculator to find the zeros of an equation. In this activity
you will look at the relationship between the zeros and factoring equations. The zeros for
the equation y = x 2 + x " 6 are x = -3 and x = 2. Each of these zeros written in this form
is an equation. Now if we set each of these equations equal to zero we have x + 3 = 0 and
x – 2 =0. Graph the left side of these equations and the equation y = x 2 + x " 6 . Sketch a
graph below and describe what you notice about the zeros of these three functions.
!

!
Help your students see that they intersect at the same zeros.
Now take the left side of the factors you set to zero and multiply them (x + 3)(x " 2) .
Graph this expression leaving the others there. If you do not see the function press
and arrow down to this last equation and over to the left. From here
you can change the line your calculator makes when you graph.
! Press
four times to have the calculator trace the function for you (figure
1). This changes the graph of the line to put a circle on the front of it as
Figure 1
it graphs. Now press
to graph again. What do you notice?
Graphs are the same
Does it look like equations are the same? Yes
Carry out the multiplication and see if they are. Discuss how students can always check
factors through multiplication.

!

As you can see (x + 3)(x " 2) = x 2 + x " 6 where y = (x + 3)(x " 2) this is the factored form
of y = x 2 + x " 6 . Now it is your goal to use this information to factor the problems
below. Also write a paragraph on how you can use your graphing calculator to help you
factor!equations. The!key is that the zeros come from the factors of an equation.
!
1. y = x 2 + 2x " 8 = (x + 4)(x - 2)
2. y = x 2 " 7x = (x + 0)(x - 7) = x(x - 7)
3. y = x 3 + 3x 2 " 4 x "12 = (x + 2)(x + 3)(x - 2)
4. y = x 4 + 2x 3 " 7x 2 " 8x + 12 = (x +3)(x + 2)(x - 1)(x - 2)
!
! After students are done have a discussion on how they found their answers. Be sure that
they make the correct connections between the factors and the zeros. If students learn
!
this relationship it can help them later when they learn division and can reduce the
! polynomial through division and find complex zeros.
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Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
A graphing calculator can only graph functions. The inverse of many functions is not a
function but you can still see what the graph of the inverse looks like by graphing related
functions. Look at the function y = x 2 the inverse of this is y = ± x . You can graph
this by graphing y = " x and y = + x . Graph the function y = x 2 and its inverse in
you calculator all at the same time and sketch the graph below.

!
!

!

!
!

The inverse of a function can also be drawn using the DrawInv command in the draw
menu but having the student’s break it apart allows them to use applications in the graph
menus. This allows them to solve equations.
x
The inverse of y = 2x 4 is y = ± 4 . Graph both on the same graph and sketch the graph
2
x
below. Hint y = ± 4 = ±(x /2)^(1/4) .
2
!
!
!

!

This same technique can be used to graph a circle. Graph the circle given by the equation
to get a nice window to view this one in.
x 2 + y 2 = 4 . Hint solve for y. Press
Sketch the graph below.

!
Use what you know to use your calculator to sketch a graph of the equation x 2 " y 2 = 1.
Sketch the graph below. Use the same window as above.

!
Now use what you know to solve the system of equations below by graphing. Sketch the
graph below and give the solutions to the nearest tenth.
#x2 " y2 = 1
$ 2
2
%x + y = 4

!
The solutions are {(-1.58, -1.22), (-1.58, 1.22), (1.58, 1.22), (1.58, -1.22)}. In the
discussion after the students have completed their work have them share and discuss the
way they graphed and found the solutions for the system of equations.
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Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Polynomial functions are functions of the form p(x) = ax 5 + bx 4 + cx 3 + dx 2 + ex + f ,
where a, b, c, d, e and f are all real numbers. In this activity we will look at the graphs of
polynomial functions. You have already done a lot of work with one polynomial
function the quadratic this is when a, b and c equal zero. Some other polynomial
functions that have specific names are!the cubic when a and b equal zero and the quartic
when a is zero. Remember these three functions because they will be used later to find
equations of a set of data. First you need to get some general understanding of the graphs
of each. We will do this by looking at where a, b, c, d, e and f are either -1, 0, or 1. Use
the decimal window (
) to view the graphs.
1. First graph four cases where a and b are zero (cubic) and d, e, and f are either -1,
0, or 1 and c is -1 or 1. Write the equation and sketch the graph for each below.
Then describe what the graphs have in common and what differences they have.
Example Graphs

2. Second graph four cases where a is zero (quartic) and c, d, e, and f are either -1, 0,
or 1 and b is -1 or 1. Write the equation and sketch the graph for each below.
Then describe what the graphs have in common and what differences they have.
Example Graphs

3. Third graph four cases where b, c, d, e, and f are either -1, 0, or 1 and a is -1 or 1.
Write the equation and sketch the graph for each below. Then describe what the
graphs have in common and what differences they have.
Example Graphs

Have the students share their graphs and have a discussion on how the different values
for a, b, c, d, e and f change the graphs. If all the students work on this activity
individually you should get enough graphs to have a good discussion and the class should
be able to come up with a set of rules to predict how a graph will look. Have students
look for similarities and differences between linear, quadratic, cubic, quartic, and 5th
degree polynomials. They should be able to recognize the different shapes of each. An
extension of this activity would be to use different values.
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Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Now that you have an understanding of what the graphs of different polynomial functions
look like you will use this knowledge and the regression applications of your calculator
(
) to find equations to model data. First you will plot the data and then look at
the plot to decide which regression application you will use to find an equation. Since
the equations you will be entering into the
are going to be large here is a short cut to
enter in the equation. After you have ran the regression application and have your
equation on the home screen press
, arrow to where you want to enter the equation
then press
. This application will paste the last regression
equation you found into the
so you can graph the equation. Remembering these
steps can save you a lot of typing.
1. The chart below contains the population estimates for Evanston Wyoming. Plot the
data below and find the polynomial function that best fits the data. Write your
equation below and use your equation to predict the population for 2007, 2010 and
1840. Do the predictions seem reasonable? Explain?
(Data from http://eadiv.state.wy.us/)
Year

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

Evanston’s
Population

77

1,277

1,995

2,110

2,583

3,479

3,075

3,605

3,863

4,901

4,462

6,265

10,903

11,507

Have students present their findings. The data above is from a cubic regression. Some
students may try other regressions. Have a discussion on what regressions are best.
Other regressions may fit better for different sections of the data. The last problem will
be a good one to get a discussion going on the range for the regression equation on
making predictions.
2. The chart below contains the energy electricity generated by the US for 2005. Plot
the data and find the equation that best fits the data. Write your equation below.
How close is your equation to the actual value for March and September? Explain
your graph and give some ideas to why some months are higher then others.
(Data is from http://www.eia.doe.gov/fuelelectric.html)
Month
Total Generation
(Thousand Megawatt hours)
January
343,121
February
298,500
March
317,458
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April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

289,562
315,062
363,672
402,274
404,941
350,218
316,398
306,115
348,101

The data above is from a quartic regression. Have the students present their findings to
the class and have a discussion on how well the equation fits the graph. If some students
used a different regression have them share and explain why they feel theirs is right.
3. The data below is on the maximum flow in cubic feet per second of the Bear River
by Randolph. Plot the data and find an equation that will best model the data. Write
your equation below. Use this equation to predict the flow on June 15 and August
15. Explain how accurate you feel your predictions will be. Are there months where
you think your equation predictions will be more accurate? Explain.
(Data from: http://www.waterquality.utah.gov/TMDL/Draft_Upper_Bear_TMDL.pdf)
Month
Maximum Flow
cfs
January
260
February
1140
March
2010
April
2470
May
2870
June
3500
July
1650
August
630
September
639
October
586
November
700
December
700
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The data above is from a cubic regression. Have students share their findings and discuss
their regressions. If some students used a different regression have them share and
explain why they feel theirs is right. For an extension on this activity have students find
sets of data on the Internet and plot them and find the regression equations for them.
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Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In chapter four you used linear equations to predict if the population in other countries
would surpass the population in the US. In this activity you will use exponential
equations to make these same predictions.
In 2006 the United States had the third largest country population. The
populations for the US and the four countries behind it are in the table below (data is
from http://www.census.gov/). Your task today is to look at the populations of other
countries and decide if their population will pass the US population. Use your graphing
calculator to find the exponential regression equation (ExpReg) for each of the countries.
After you have ran the regression application and have your equation on the home screen
press

, arrow to where you want to enter the equation then press

. This application will paste the last regression equation you found into the

so

you can graph the equation. To also save time enter each equation under a different yvariable. You can turn equations off and on by moving the curser over to the = and
pressing enter. This will let you just show two equations at a time.
If you do not remember how to do this refer to the Line of Best Fit: Prediction
Equations, World Populations or Polynomial Functions activity. After you have
found the equations graph them and find the point where the populations of the US and
each of the other countries will be the same. The solving equations using a graphing
calculator activity may help with this. You need to write down all your equations and
the year you predict that each country will pass the US. If you do not think it will pass
the US explain why. Also use your equation to make a prediction for the population of
each country in 2100. Write a paragraph explaining the process you used to find your
equations and to find the year when your equations predict the populations will be equal
to the US.
Year
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2100

US
Indonesia
Population Population
(Millions) (Millions)
150.7
82
179.3
100
203.2
122
226.5
150
248.7
181
281.4
213
947.7
1497.9

Brazil
Bangladesh
Population Population
(Millions)
(Millions)
53
46
71
55
95
67
122
88
151
109
175
130
2121.1
1131.8

Pakistan
Population
(Millions)
39
50
66
85
115
146
2127.5
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US

Bangladesh

Indonesia

Brazil

Pakistan

Indonesia will pass the US in about 2037.

Brazil will pass the US in about 2034.

Bangladesh will pass the US in about 2081.

Pakistan will pass the US in about 2045.
Have your students get out their World Population activity and have them compare their
findings from it to this activity. After they have had a chance to look it over start a
discussion on how they are different. Have them decide which they feel is the most
accurate and why. An extension of this activity could be to have your students find the
populations of these countries now and see how close their predictions are. They could
also look at other countries populations and find prediction equations for them. They
may also run logarithmic regressions and see how well they fit.
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U. S. Population Worksheet:
The U.S. Census Bureau has a population clock on their web sight. This clock gives the
predicted population for the world and U. S. Go to the U.S. Census Bureau web page
(http://www.census.gov) and use the population clock to answer the questions below. Round all
calculations to the nearest thousandths.
1. What factors does the U.S. Census Bureau use to make their projections?
2. What is the difference between the population estimate and population projections?
3. What is the projected population for today’s date?
4. How many babies are born in one minute?
5. How often in the U. S. does someone die?
6. How often does someone emigrate to the U. S.?
7.

By how many people does the U. S. population grow by every minute?
Hour
Day?
Year?
Ten years?

Now we will write a prediction equation in slope intercept form (y = mx + b) where m is the
slope of the line, b is the y-intercept, y represents the population and x is the date in years. The
slope of this equation is the rate of change in the population. This is the number of people added
to the population in one year or people per year. You found this slope when you calculated the
population increase for a year in question 7. Change the slope to millions to make it easer to
work with (2428272 = 2.428 million). Now find b to finish the equation? Hint; in 2000 the
estimated population of the U. S. was 281.4 million. This information gives us and ordered pair
of (2000, 281.4) which is one solution for our equation.
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Follow the instructions below to use a calculator to graph the U. S. population data and see how
well our equation fits the given data.
Instructions for TI-83 or TI-84
To enter the data in your calculator first go to the list editor by pressing

and

. Enter

your dates in L1 and the populations in L2. When you have entered your lists press

and

to go to the home screen. To set up the calculator to plot your data press

and

,

. Turn the plot on by moving your curser to ON and press
Year
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

Population
(Millions)
76.
92.0
105.7
122.8
131.7
150.7
179.3
203.2
226.5
248.7
281.4

.

Then move to the scatter plot on Type and turn it on (figure 1). Now
move to Xlist and set it to L1 by pressing

and

then move to Ylist and set it to L2 by pressing
and
press

. Now select the mark you want and

Figure 1

. Before you can graph the data you need

to set up the window to view the graph. Press
button this will give you a screen (figure 2) to input

Figure 2

the window values. Set the Xmin to a value lower

then the lowest year and set Xmax to a value higher then the highest year. Set the Y values the
same with the population. The Xscl and Yscl are how often you want to place a mark on the
axis, 10 should work for this graph. After you have set your window values
press

this should give you a graph of the data (figure 3). After you

have plotted your data enter your equation to graph it. To enter your
equation press

and type your equation in Y1 for x press

Figure 3

. Clear

any other equations you may have in your calculator then graph by pressing
(Figure 4). Explain how well your graph fits the data?

Figure 4
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Now we are going to use the equation to make some population predictions. First use each
equation to predict the population for 2010 and then for 2020.

The last thing we will do is using the equations to predict today’s population and see how close it
is. To make our predictions we need to get today’s date into years.

Explain how close was your prediction?

Explain why is your equation not exactly the same?
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In this activity you will be getting more practice using the graphing features of your
graphing calculator. You will explore the functions with your calculator and develop
rules that will let you graph the same type of functions by hand. The first functions we
will look will be called the parent graphs. Graph each of the functions below and sketch
the graph next to the equation and describe the function. Before you graph these
functions press
to have a window where every pixel is a tenth.
1. y = x

2. y = x2

3. y = x or y = abs(x). This is the absolute value function. To enter the abs function
.

!

Now you have your parent graphs it is your task to find rules that will relate the functions
below to the parent functions and to each other. You need to be able to describe the
graph for the following functions for any value negative and positive of h and k. You
may need to change the window settings as you change the values of h and k to see the
graph.
1. y = x + k

2. y = (x + h)2 + k

3. y = x + h + k or y = abs(x + h) + k

!
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To use your graphing calculator to find the number of permutations of n items of a set
arranged r items at a time is nPr or nPr on the calculator. To use this function you first
need to enter the number for n then enter the function by pressing
followed by the number for r (Figure 1).
This and any function can also be entered using the catalog on the
calculator. This is a very useful application because if you can
remember what the function starts with it is easy to locate. To do
this press

Figure 1

this will take you to the first entry in the catalog you can arrow up

and down to locate the function you want. You can also use the alpha keys to move
through the catalog. To do this just press the key associated with the
letter your application starts with. So to find our nPr function press
now press
press

until you find the nPr function (Figure 2) and

Figure 2

. This is just another way to find functions on your calculators.

You can also use your calculator to find factorials denoted n!. To
find 10! enter 10 then press

(Figure 3).
Figure 3

Use your calculator to find the Permutations and factor problems below.
6. 7!

1. 8P3

7. 8!

2. 8P4

8.

8!
4!

!

9.

20!
15!

!

10.

3. 100P3

4. 12P3

5. 12P1

!

70!
68!
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Solving equations using a graphing calculator
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In this activity you will learn how to use your graphing calculator to solve an equation.
This process and be use to find the exact or approximate solution for almost any equation.
You can use this to check your work or find the answers to problems that you do not
know how to solve on paper. Keep this sheet for reference because the instructions will
work for most equations.
Solve the equation 4x + 2 = -2x – 5. To do this enter
each side of the equation into your
editor (figure 1).
Then graph the equations making sure you can see
where they cross (figure 2). Now your goal is to see find
Figure 1
Figure 2
the x value for where the lines meet. You can use your
calculator to do this. Press
to see the calculate
window (figure 3). You want to find the intersection of
the two graphs so press
. This will take you back to
the graph and will ask you to select the first curve
Figure 3
(figure 4). Since you only have two equations graphed
Figure 4
press
and the curser will move to the other line and
you will need to press
again. Now the calculator
will need you to move the curser by pressing
or
along the graph to where the lines meet and then
Figure 5
Figure 6
press
. This will give you the intersection of the
lines. Right now we are only concerned with the x value so our solution for the equation
"7
is x ≈ -1.16667 or the exact answer is x =
. This equation could easy have been
6
solved on paper or even mentally but this process will work to solve many equations.
Solve the equations below using the same process. Some of these equations you will
learn how to solve on paper later in this course and others are beyond this course but with
your calculator you can solve!them. We will also show other ways to use
your calculator to solve equations. Find all solutions many of these have
more then one.
Problems
1. x2 + 3 = 5 see figure 7 to see how to enter this one.
2. abs(x – 3) – 2 = 2
3. x2 – 4x = 0
4. cos(x) = x2 before you graph this one press
and make sure Radian is
selected (figure 8) if not arrow down to it and press
.
5. x3 = x + 2 see figure 9 for help entering this one.
6. x2 = 4
7. x2 = -4
On the back of this paper write a paragraph about what you learned about
solving equations using your calculator.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9
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Line of Best Fit: Prediction Equations
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
You have just learned to find the equation of a line if you are given two points. In this
activity you will use the graphing calculator to find a line of best fit for a set of data. A
line of best fit is a line drawn in a set of data that best represents the trend of the data. If
the equation of this line can be found, then this equation is called the prediction equation
because it can be used to make predictions about the data. This equation is also called a
regression equation. Your task today is to graph sets of data and generate the prediction
equations for the sets of data.
In our first calculator activity we wrote a prediction equation for the population of the
US. We will use the same data only this time the calculator will do all the work. First
enter the data in the table below into your calculator (table information from
http://www.census.gov). After you have done this plot the data. You may have to look at
the sheet for the activity on the U. S. Population. After you have
the data entered into your calculator you need to use the find the
linear regression function on your calculator. This can be found in
Year
Population the catalog (figure 1) or by pressing
Figure 1
(Millions)
. To use this function you
1900
76.
need to tell it which lists your data is stored
1910
92.0
in. The lists can be found by pressing
1920
105.7
for list one and so on. The lists
1930
122.8
need to be separated by a coma (Figure 2).
Figure 2
1940
131.7
After you have gotten your equation enter
1950
150.7
it into
and graph the equation to see
1960
179.3
how well it fits. Use this equation to make
1970
203.2
a prediction for the population in 2010 and
1980
226.5
2020. Now you are going to use this
Figure 3
1990
248.7
information to do Alternative Activity:
2000
281.4
Student Worksheet for 2-3.
Write your population prediction for 2010 and 2020 below.
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One-Variable Inequalities
Name_______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School____________________
In this activity you will use what you know about solving equations on a graphing
calculator to look at and solve inequalities. If you cannot remember how to solve
equations review the Solving equations using a graphing calculator activity. Your
calculator cannot graph inequalities but we can use it to evaluate them and answer
inequality problems.
Look at the problem 5x – 3(x + 4) > 10. This equation is asking for what values of x is
the number sentence 5x – 3(x + 4) greater then 10. If we graph each side of the
inequality we can see what values of x make the inequality true. We can use the intercept
application on the calculator to find the point where the functions meet. Use your
calculator to solve the inequities below. Sketch a graph of each one and write an
explanation on how you know the answer you have is correct.
x
1. 24 " # 6
3

!
2. 3x " 5 > x + 7

!
4. 25 < x "16

!
5. 13x " 2(3x + 1) # 8

!
6. x 2 + 4 x " 4 # 0

!

7. x 3 + x 2 " 6x # 0

!
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Two-Variable Inequalities
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In the last calculator activity you used the graphing calculator to look at and solve
inequalities with one variable, in this activity you will look at inequalities involving twovariables. In the last activity as you graphed the equations related to the inequalities you
were only concerned with the x values that made the statement true because it was the
only variable in the number sentence. If there are two variables we look for all the (x, y)
pairs that make the statement true. First look at the graph of the line y = 3x " 2 . The
graph of this is the set of all (x, y) pairs that make the statement true. Graph this and then
press
. This will give you a table listing for the equation. Remember this
because it is very useful. After you have your table write down
! five sets of ordered pairs
that satisfy the equation.
Is it possible to write down all the ordered pairs that make the statement true?
Now look at the inequality y " 3x # 2 . This equation is asking for all the ordered pairs
that make the statement true. To do this sketches a graph of y = 3x " 2 . This will give
you all the points on the line that work but not all the points. Use guess and check to find
points not on the line that satisfy the inequality. Now sketch a graph of these points and
the line y = 3x " 2!and write a brief explanation of what you notice. Be prepared to
!
discuss this with the class.
!

4
x " 2 below and describe how you
3
graphed it. Also do the points on the line make the statement true?
Use what you have found to graph the inequality y <

!
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Matrix Addition and Subtracting
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Your task today is to come up with a rule for when you can add and subtract matrices and
how to do it. First we need to know how to enter matrices into your calculator. Look at
the matrix below A. This is a 3×3 matrix. Matrix D is a 4×3. To tell the size of the
matrix you first count the rows, these go horizontal and the second number is the columns
these are vertical, so matrix G would be 2×4 matrix. This is important because you need
to enter in the size of the matrix into your calculator. To enter matrix A in to the
to access the matrix applications. Now press

calculator press

move to the matrix edit application and press
a 3×3 matrix press

to

so you can edit matrix A. Since this is

. Now you have the right size of matrix you need

to enter the numbers. You can move in the matrix using the arrow keys and enter the
numbers by pressing the number and then

. This will move you to the next place to

the left. Go ahead and enter all the matrices below into your calculator.

A=

3 -4

5

1 -2

3

5

-1

E=

I=

2

B=

3

4

5

-1

2

3

1

3

-2

-2

1

2

2

1

-3

2

1

4

-3

C=

2

3

1

-2

-3

2

4

3

3

-2

2 3 4 1

F=

J=

2

-3

5

1

6

5

-2 3

D=

-2

1

5

2

4

3

3

-2

-1

-1

-1

-1
4

G=

-4

2

3

1

3

1

-2

2

H=

5
2
3

3 4 -5 -6

Now you are going to use the calculator to add matrices A and B. To do this make sure
you are on the home screen by pressing
to the home screen. Now press

to quit the matrix applications and get
to access the matrix applications and press

. This will enter matrix A onto your home screen. Now press
adding the matrices and then press

since you are

to enter matrix B. Press

to do the

calculation and record you answer below.
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Matrix Addition and Subtracting
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
A+B
Now perform the matrix problems below and record your answers.
A–B
C+G
G–C
Now your task is to use your calculator to see which of the matrices above you can add
and subtract. Come up with a rule for when you can add and subtract matrices and when
you cannot. After you have this rule perform all the possible addition and subtraction
problems. Then you need to develop a rule for how to add and subtract matrices without
using a calculator. To do this look and the matrices you added and the answers.
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Matrix Multiplication
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
The commutative property of multiplication lets us know that it does not matter what
order we do multiplication in. Two times three is the same as three times two. One of
the questions you will address today is whether this holds true for matrix multiplication.
In the last activity you learned how to enter matrices into your calculator and how to add
and subtract matrices. In this lesson you will explore matrix multiplication and come up
with some rules for matrix multiplication. First enter the matrices below into you
calculator.

A=

-3

4

5

1

-2 3

5

2

1 2
B=

1

2

1 3 -2
1 4

C=

3

2

3

-5 1

-3

2

2

1

6

-5

2

3

2 1 5
D=

2 4 3
3 2 1
1 1 1

E=

3 4 5

6

1 2 3

5

1 3 3

4

2 4

2 2 3 -2

3 2

I=

J=

2 3 -4 1

2 3
F=

1 2

4
G=

4 2

3

1

H=

3 1 -2 2

-5
2
3

-3 4 5 -6 4

Perform the following matrix multiplication problems. State your answer and the size of
the resulting matrix.
AB

FG

BA

GF

From these examples what do you conclude about the commutative property of
multiplication?
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Matrix Multiplication
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Now try the problems below does your conjecture hold true?
GH

IE

HG

EI

From these examples what do you conclude about the commutative property of
multiplication?

Now it is your task to try to find a rule for when matrices can be multiplied and when
they cannot. Also you need to find a rule for the dimensions of the product of two
matrices. After you have your rules state all the possible matrix multiplication
combinations from the set of matrices above and perform these multiplications. Also be
able tell which matrix multiplication combinations are not possible and why.
Bones: Try to find the rule for how to multiply matrices. This last one is a real challenge
but I bet some of you can do it.
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World Populations
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In 2006 the United States had the third largest country population. The populations for
the US and the four countries behind it are in the table below (data is from
http://www.census.gov/). Your task today is to look at populations of other countries and
decide if their population will pass the US population. Use your graphing calculator to
find the regression equation for each of the countries. If you do not remember how to do
this refer to the Line of Best Fit: Prediction Equations activity. After you have found
the equations graph them and find the point where the populations of the US and other
countries will be the same. Activity solving equations using a graphing calculator
may help with this. Write a paragraph to explain what the slope and the y-intercept of the
equations you found mean.
Year

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

US
Indonesia
Population Population
(Millions) (Millions)
150.7
82
179.3
100
203.2
122
226.5
150
248.7
181
281.4
213

Brazil
Bangladesh
Population Population
(Millions)
(Millions)
53
46
71
55
95
67
122
88
151
109
175
130

Pakistan
Population
(Millions)
39
50
66
85
115
146
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Graphing Systems
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Use what you learned from the World Populations and Two-Variable Inequalities
activities to solve the following systems by graphing. In a system of equations you are
interested in the intersection points and in systems of inequalities you are interested in the
intersection of the area. Use your calculator to help you sketch a graph of each system.
Be sure to label your graph. After you are done write a paragraph about the similarities
and differences of systems of equations and systems of inequalities. Also write about the
difference between the symbols <, >, ≤ and ≥.

1.

#y = x + 3
%
$
3
%& y = x " 2
2

2.

#15x + 20y = 35
$
%5x "15 = 55

3.

#y = x " 5
$
%y = 7

4.

$y " x # 5
%
& 3x + y < #2

5.

$y " x # 3
&
%
1
&' x < x + 3
2

!

!

!

!

!
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Matrix Equations
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________

!

Systems of equations can be written in what is called a matrix equation. This will let you
use your calculator to solve them. You can also use this method to solve systems
involving more then two equations and two unknowns. First lets write a system of
equations into a matrix equation. Look at the system below
#80x + 60y = 85
$
%100x " 40y = 20
This can be written as a matrix equation
# 80 60 & "x% "85%
%
( $ '= $ '
100
"40
$
' #y& #20&
!
The first matrix is called the coefficient matrix, the second is the variable matrix and the
third is the constant matrix. To solve this think of it as a problem like 2x = 14 . Think
about how you would solve this. You would divide each side by two giving you x = 7 .
! would solve
! this
! problem if you could only multiply. That is
Now think about how you
how you solve the matrix equation above. If you were to multiply 2x = 14 by the inverse
!
of two, 2"1, it is the same as dividing by 2. On the left side of the equation we have
!
2"1 • 2 which equals one. The same thing happens when we multiply the inverse of our
coefficient matrix and our coefficient matrix. Enter the coefficient
matrix into [A] in
!
your calculator and perform this multiplication
. Write your answer below.

!

This is what we call the identity matrix. It is like multiplying by one. Our matrix
equation is an equation so if we do and operation to one side of the equation we need to
do it to the other side. Enter the constant matrix into [B] in your calculator. And perform
the multiplication of the inverse coefficient matrix and our constant matrix. Hint if it
doesn’t work think of our rules for multiplying matrices. This will only work one way.
This operation will give you a 2 "1 matrix. Write your answer below.

!
Now if we look at our first matrix equation after we multiply by the inverse of the
coefficient matrix we would have
"x% " .5 %
$ '= $ '
#y& #.75&
SO x = .5 and y = .75 so the two lines meet at (.5, .75). Here is a hint to get decimals into
fractions after you get the answer press
. This will give you an application that
will change decimals into fraction.
This
is
a
very
useful command, remember it.
! !
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Matrix Equations
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Write the system of equations below as a matrix equation and use your calculator to solve
them. Write your answers as a matrix equation.
#2x + y + 3z = 1
%
1. $5x + y " 2z = 8
% x " y " 9z = 5
&

!

#a + b + c + d = 7
%
%2a " b + c " d = "10
2. $
% a + b " c + d = 16
%&"a + b " c + 2d = 15

!

Write a paragraph about what you learned about solving system of equations using matrix
equations.
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Parabolas and Absolute Value Functions Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In an earlier activity you developed rules for graphing functions of the form
y = x + h + k and y = (x + h)2 + k. In this activity you will develop rules to graph
functions of the type y = a x " h + k and y = a(x - h)2 + k. Graph each of the parent
graphs below and keep them in your calculator as you explore each type of graph.
1. y = x2

!

!

2. y = x or y = abs(x). This is the absolute value function. To enter the abs
function

.

!

Now you have your parent graphs it is your task to find rules that will relate the functions
below to the parent functions and to each other. You need to be able to describe the
graph for the following functions for any value negative and positive for a, h, and k. You
may need to change the window settings as you change the values to see the graph.
3. y = a(x - h)2 + k

4. y = a x " h + k

!
Write a paragraph below on how the graphs are similar and how they are different.
Also discuss how the variables a, h, and k effect each graph. Is it the same or
different. The highest (or lowest) point of these equations is called the vertex.
Describe how you can find the vertex of these functions written in this form.
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Parabolas
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In the last activity you developed rules for graphing functions of the form y = a(x – h)2 +
k. In this activity you will do some more exploration of the graph of the parabola. Your
goal is to use your calculator to rewrite the equation of a parabola. To start this out graph
the two equations.
y = x 2 + 6x + 8
y = (x + 3) 2 "1
What do you notice about the equations above?

!
!
They are the same equation just written in different forms. The first one is in standard
form and the second is in vertex form. In the last activity you developed a rule to find the
vertex if the equation is written in vertex form. In this activity you will take an equation
in standard form and use what you know to write it in vertex form.
First graph the following equation: y = x 2 + 6x + 5
After you get this graphed you need to find the vertex of the equation. This is the highest
or lowest point of the parabola. For this case it is the lowest. To do this we need to use
the minimum application, this is found by pressing
. This application can
!
also be found in the catalog. You will be asked to mark a left and a right bound and also
make a guess as to the minimum. Do this by using the
keys to move along the
graph and the press
when the curser is where you want it. This will give you the x
and y values of the minimum point of the graph. This is the vertex so it also gives you
the h and k you need to substitute into your vertex form of the equation. (In this activity
round all your numbers to whole numbers.) So you should get y = (x + 3) 2 " 4 for the
vertex form of the above equation. Now follow the same steps to rewrite the following
equations.
Hint the a in both equations is the same.
!
1. y = x 2 " 2x + 3

!

!

!

2. y = 3x 2 + 30x + 67
3. y = "x 2 + 14 x " 39
4. y = "4 x 2 " 64 x " 256

!
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Zeros
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In the last activity you looked at ways to use your graphing calculator to rewrite a
quadratic function. In this lesson we will look at ways to solve a quadratic equation.
Look at the equation x 2 + x = 6 . Solve this equation by graphing both sides of the
equation and finding the intercept of the two graphs. Sketch your graph and list your
answers below.
!

Now let’s take the equation above and subtract 6 from both sides. This will give us the
equivalent equation x 2 + x " 6 = 0 . This equation is written in standard form and set
equal to zero. With the equation in this form we can again use our calculator to solve the
equation. For this solution we need to know when the left side of the equation is equal to
zero. The x values where this happens are known as zeros. To solve this equation we
!
only need to graph the left side of the equation. Enter this into your
calculator and graph the function. To find the zeros you need to use
the zero application this can be found by pressing
.
The application needs you to enter a left bound and a right bound. To
do this move the curser up and down the function using
and
Figure 1
then press
when you have the curser to the left of the zero
(figure 1) you are looking for and then to the right (figure 2). Then
you have to move it close to the zero and press
to mark your
guess. Repeat the steps to find the other zero. Sketch your graph
Figure
below and write the zeros you find.

What do you notice about the solutions of the equations?

From this what conjecture would you make about equivalent equations?
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Zeros
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________

Solve the equations below first by graphing both sides and then setting the equation equal
to zero and finding the zeros. Sketch a graph of each and write the solutions.
1. x 2 = 8x " 7

!

2. x 2 " 2 = 3x 2 " 4 x " 2

!

3. 4 x 3 "16x 2 = "12x

!

Did your conjecture hold true? Explain.

Use your calculator to find the zeros to the nearest tenth. If you cannot find the zeros
explain why.
1.

x 2 + 6x + 5 = 45

!

2. 4 x 2 + 3x "1 = 0

!

3. x 3 + 6x 2 + 11x + 6 = 0

!

!

!

4.

1 2
x "x =8
2

5. 2x 2 + 6x + 7 = 0
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Zeros and Factoring
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In the last activity you used the calculator to find the zeros of an equation. In this activity
you will look at the relationship between the zeros and factoring equations. The zeros for
the equation y = x 2 + x " 6 are x = -3 and x = 2. Each of these zeros written in this form
is an equation. Now if we set each of these equations equal to zero we have x + 3 = 0 and
x – 2 =0. Graph the left side of these equations and the equation y = x 2 + x " 6 . Sketch a
graph below and describe what you notice about the zeros of these three functions.
!

!

Now take the left side of the factors you set to zero and multiply them (x + 3)(x " 2) .
Graph this expression leaving the others there. If you do not see the function press
and arrow down to this last equation and over to the left. From here
you can change the line your calculator makes when you graph.
! Press
four times to have the calculator trace the function for you (figure
1). This changes the graph of the line to put a circle on the front of it as
Figure 1
it graphs. Now press
to graph again. What do you notice?
Does it look like equations are the same?
Carry out the multiplication and see if they are.

As you can see (x + 3)(x " 2) = x 2 + x " 6 where y = (x + 3)(x " 2) this is the factored form
of y = x 2 + x " 6 . Now it is your goal to use this information to factor the problems
below. Also write a paragraph on how you can use your graphing calculator to help you
factor!equations. The!key is that the zeros come from the factors of an equation.
!
1. y = x 2 + 2x " 8

!

!

2. y = x 2 " 7x

!

3. y = x 3 + 3x 2 " 4 x "12

!

4. y = x 4 + 2x 3 " 7x 2 " 8x + 12

!
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Graphing Nonfictions
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
A graphing calculator can only graph functions. The inverse of many functions is not a
function but you can still see what the graph of the inverse looks like by graphing related
functions. Look at the function y = x 2 the inverse of this is y = ± x . You can graph
this by graphing y = " x and y = + x . Graph the function y = x 2 and its inverse in
you calculator all at the same time and sketch the graph below.

!

The inverse of y = 2x 4 is y = ± 4
below. Hint y = ± 4

!
!

!
!

!
!

x
. Graph both on the same graph and sketch the graph
2

x
= ±(x /2)^(1/4) .
2

!
!

This same technique can be used to graph a circle. Graph the circle given by the equation
to get a nice window to view this one in.
x 2 + y 2 = 4 . Hint solve for y. Press
Sketch the graph below.

!
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Graphing Nonfictions
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Use what you know to use your calculator to sketch a graph of the equation x 2 " y 2 = 1.
Sketch the graph below. Use the same window as above.

!

Now use what you know to solve the system of equations below by graphing. Sketch the
graph below and give the solutions to the nearest tenth.
#x2 " y2 = 1
$ 2
2
%x + y = 4

!
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Polynomial Functions
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
Polynomial functions are functions of the form p(x) = ax 5 + bx 4 + cx 3 + dx 2 + ex + f ,
where a, b, c, d, e and f are all real numbers. In this activity we will look at the graphs of
polynomial functions. You have already done a lot of work with one polynomial
function the quadratic this is when a, b and c equal zero. Some other polynomial
functions that have specific names are!the cubic when a and b equal zero and the quartic
when a is zero. Remember these three functions because they will be used later to find
equations of a set of data. First you need to get some general understanding of the graphs
of each. We will do this by looking at where a, b, c, d, e and f are either -1, 0, or 1. Use
the decimal window (
) to view the graphs.
1. First graph four cases where a and b are zero (cubic) and d, e, and f are either -1,
0, or 1 and c is -1 or 1. Write the equation and sketch the graph for each below.
Then describe what the graphs have in common and what differences they have.

2. Second graph four cases where a is zero (quartic) and c, d, e, and f are either -1, 0,
or 1 and b is -1 or 1. Write the equation and sketch the graph for each below.
Then describe what the graphs have in common and what differences they have.

3. Third graph four cases where b, c, d, e, and f are either -1, 0, or 1 and a is -1 or 1.
Write the equation and sketch the graph for each below. Then describe what the
graphs have in common and what differences they have.
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Polynomial Regressions
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In the last activity you looked at what the graphs of different polynomial functions look
like. You will use this knowledge and the regression applications of your calculator
(
) to find equations to model data. First you will plot the data and then look at
the plot to decide which regression application you will use to find an equation. Since
the equations you will be entering into the
are going to be large here is a short cut to
enter in the equation. After you have ran the regression application and have your
equation on the home screen press
, arrow to where you want to enter the equation
then press
. This application will paste the last regression
equation you found into the
so you can graph the equation. Remembering these
steps can save you a lot of typing.
1. The chart below contains the population estimates for Evanston Wyoming. Plot the
data below and find the polynomial function that best fits the data. Write your
equation below and use your equation to predict the population for 2007, 2010 and
1840. Do the predictions seem reasonable? Explain?
(Data from http://eadiv.state.wy.us/)
Year

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

Evanston’s
Population

77

1,277

1,995

2,110

2,583

3,479

3,075

3,605

3,863

4,901

4,462

6,265

10,903

11,507

2. The chart below contains the energy electricity generated by the US for 2005. Plot
the data and find the equation that best fits the data. Write your equation below.
How close is your equation to the actual value for March and September? Explain
your graph and give some ideas to why some months are higher then others.
(Data is from http://www.eia.doe.gov/fuelelectric.html)
Month
Total Generation
(Thousand Megawatt hours)
January
343,121
February
298,500
March
317,458
April
289,562
May
315,062
June
363,672
July
402,274
August
404,941
September
350,218
October
316,398
November
306,115
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Polynomial Regressions
Name_________________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
December

348,101

3.

The data below is on the maximum flow in cubic feet per second of the Bear River
by Randolph. Plot the data and find an equation that will best model the data. Write
your equation below. Use this equation to predict the flow on June 15 and August
15. Explain how accurate you feel your predictions will be. Are there months where
you think your equation predictions will be more accurate? Explain.
(Data from:
http://www.waterquality.utah.gov/TMDL/Draft_Upper_Bear_TMDL.pdf)
Month
Maximum Flow
cfs
January
260
February
1140
March
2010
April
2470
May
2870
June
3500
July
1650
August
630
September
639
October
586
November
700
December
700
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World Populations Exponential Equations
Name______________________
Period ____________ Teacher ___________________ School_____________________
In chapter four you used linear equations to predict if the population in other countries
would surpass the population in the US. In this activity you will use exponential
equations to make these same predictions.
In 2006 the United States had the third largest country population. The
populations for the US and the four countries behind it are in the table below (data is
from http://www.census.gov/). Your task today is to look at the populations of other
countries and decide if their population will pass the US population. Use your graphing
calculator to find the exponential regression equation (ExpReg) for each of the countries.
After you have ran the regression application and have your equation on the home screen
press

, arrow to where you want to enter the equation then press

. This application will paste the last regression equation you found into the

so

you can graph the equation. To also save time enter each equation under a different yvariable. You can turn equations off and on by moving the curser over to the = and
pressing enter. This will let you just show two equations at a time.
If you do not remember how to do this refer to the Line of Best Fit: Prediction
Equations, World Populations or Polynomial Functions activity. After you have
found the equations graph them and find the point where the populations of the US and
each of the other countries will be the same. The solving equations using a graphing
calculator activity may help with this. You need to write down all your equations and
the year you predict that each country will pass the US. If you do not think it will pass
the US explain why. Also use your equation to make a prediction for the population of
each country in 2100. Write a paragraph explaining the process you used to find your
equations and to find the year when your equations predict the populations will be equal
to the US.
Year
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2100

US
Indonesia
Population Population
(Millions) (Millions)
150.7
82
179.3
100
203.2
122
226.5
150
248.7
181
281.4
213

Brazil
Bangladesh
Population Population
(Millions)
(Millions)
53
46
71
55
95
67
122
88
151
109
175
130

Pakistan
Population
(Millions)
39
50
66
85
115
146
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